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Abstract

A joint analysis of cases of high monthly mean concentrations of benzo(a)pyrene measured at stationary
stations of Roshydromet in the atmospheric air of the cities of Novosibirsk and Iskitim of the Novosibirsk
region is carried out. The influence of meteorological conditions on pollution levels is investigated.
Particular attention is paid to the analysis of observational data carried out in the winter months of
2018, for which high monthly mean concentrations of benzo(a)pyrene were recorded in both cities,
reaching 15–20 maximum permissible concentrations. Correlation relationships were obtained between
measurements at stations in the cities of Novosibirsk and Iskitim, which indicates the determining
influence of meteorological conditions on pollution levels.
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1. Introduction
Assessment of the state of air pollution in Russian cities is based on observational data obtained
from stationary posts of the Roshydromet network. Data from stationary stations make it
possible to assess the concentration fields of polluting impurities over the city territory [1, 2].
When forming a network of stations, it is necessary to represent the location of control
posts, the unity of the program and the regularity of observations. When organizing a network,
the results of preliminary experimental and theoretical studies are taken into account [2, 3, 4].
Monitoring is carried out using stationary, route and under-flare observation posts. Stationary
observations are carried out in specially equipped pavilions. Mobile posts are usually used as
a supplement to the stationary network, depending on the current air pollution conditions in
certain areas of the city. It should also be noted that significant information can be obtained
using natural tablets: soil, vegetation and snow cover [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. In the future, the
involvement of joint data from ground-based and satellite monitoring of snow cover makes it
possible to detail the picture of pollution in urban areas [8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
Many Siberian cities are characterized by the presence of significant levels of benzo(a)pyrene
(BP) concentrations during winter periods [16, 17]. This is due to the higher volumes of fossil
fuel combustion. Also, meteorological conditions have a certain influence. As a rule, high levels
of pollution occur with weak winds [2, 4, 17].
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The aim of the study is to analyze the conditions for the formation of increased concentrations
of impurities in the atmosphere of the city Novosibirsk and Iskitim.

2. Objects and materials of research
In 2018, Iskitim of the Novosibirsk Region was included in the list of settlements in Russia with
a very high level of air pollution [18]. It should be noted that a significant part of the city’s
territory is located in the zone of high potential for atmospheric pollution (PZA) [17]. The city
is located in a heterogeneous terrain. The difference in elevation in Iskitim reaches one hundred
meters. The central part of the city is located in the valley of the Berd River. This part of the
city is largely influenced by the microclimatic features of the area.
Regular BP measurements in Iskitim are carried out at one post in the northern part of the
city. The main highway of the city (Sovetskaya st.) Passes nearby. The post is located at a
distance of one kilometer from the high-rise pipes of the cement plant. Certain BP steps can
occur as a result of emissions from boiler houses and the private sector using fossil fuels.
The highest concentrations are observed during winter periods. In the winter period of 2018,
the average monthly BP concentration reached 15-20 maximum permissible concentrations
(MPC) [18]. One MAC corresponds to 1 ng/m3 . According to the city administration, additional sources of BP emissions did not appear on the territory of Iskitim in 2018. Presumably
unfavorable meteorological conditions increased the accumulation of pollutants at the earth’s
surface.
The Iskitim meteorological station (WMO index 29730) is close to the air pollution observation
point. This makes it possible to correctly analyze the processes of transport of pollutants from
possible sources.
The city of Novosibirsk is a large industrial center of the West Siberian economic region. The
city is located on the banks of the Ob River and is located in the zone of increased PZA. The
climate of Novosibirsk is characterized as continental [19]. The main sources of air pollution
are enterprises producing construction materials, metallurgy, heat and power engineering, and
automobile transport. Industrial enterprises throughout the city are located in large complexes.
In 2018, BP measurements were carried out at 10 posts in Novosibirsk. The average annual
concentration of BP in 2018 was 2.4 MAC. However, it should be noted that at some posts of the
city in the winter months the concentration of BP reached 15–20 MPC. At a number of other
stations, it was comparatively small. As a result, there was a significant leveling of the average
value of the BP concentration in the city. Taking into account the large area of Novosibirsk and
the low density of observation posts, the use of arithmetic mean estimates of BP concentrations
is not entirely correct.
For the analysis of meteorological conditions, the data of measurements at the station located
near the city of Novosibirsk (WMO index 29638) were used. The results of monthly average
measurements of BP at post No. 1 in Iskitim were compared with the results of measurements
at post No. 21 in Novosibirsk. The choice of these posts is due to their proximity to major
highways of the cities under consideration. Both posts are located on the “leeward” side of the
motorways, are located in the directions of the prevailing drift of impurities from sources.
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3. Results and discussions
According to meteorological observations in the winter months of 2018, the average temperature
was almost 1.5 ∘ C below the average climatic. Also, unfavorable meteorological conditions were
recorded, in which there is an accumulation of pollutants at the surface of the earth, including
BP. One of the main factors for increasing the concentration of impurities in the atmospheric
air are weak winds and calm conditions.
Tables 1 and 2 provide information on the frequency of calm and BP concentrations for the
cities of Novosibirsk and Iskitim in the winter periods of 2018, 2019.
From the analysis of the Tables 1 and 2, it follows that in February and December 2018,
the highest BP concentrations were recorded both in Novosibirsk and Iskitim. In the same
months, the frequency of calm was also high. A relatively moderate concentration of BP in both
cities was in January 2018, with a lower percentage of calm conditions. In general, this trend
is confirmed by the data of 2019. A noticeable excess of calm conditions in February 2019 at
the Novosibirsk meteorological station could manifest itself indirectly on the value of the BP
concentration at post No. 21 due to their mutual remoteness.
In Figures 1 and 2 for weather stations Novosibirsk and Iskitim show wind roses for the
winter months of 2018. Figure 1, it follows that in the winter months of 2018, southerly winds
prevailed in Novosibirsk. Figure 2 shows that southwestern winds prevailed for Iskitim at this
time. This means that the observation posts in both cities were under the dominant influence
of pollutant emissions from nearby highways. Comparison of the concentration levels of BP,
given in Tables 1 and 2, does not allow revealing their explicit dependence on the prevailing
wind direction.
In Figure 3 shows the correlation dependences between the monthly average BP concentrations for the cities of Novosibirsk and Iskitim in 2018, 2019. Analysis of Figure 3 indicates the
presence of general statistical regularities in the formation of BP concentration levels for post
No. 21 in Novosibirsk and post No. 1 in Iskitim. The high level of agreement can be explained
Table 1
Calm recurrence and BP concentrations at post No. 21 in Novosibirsk in the winter months of 2018,
2019.
Year
Month

January

2018
February

December

January

2019
February

December

Calm recurrence, %
BP concentration, ng/m3

6
7.2

17
12.6

17
14.6

3
5.5

14
6.4

2
3.8

Table 2
Calm recurrence and BP concentrations at post No. 1 in Iskitim in the winter months of 2018, 2019.
Year
Month

January

2018
February

December

January

2019
February

December

Calm recurrence, %
BP concentration, ng/m3

7
7.1

15
17.2

13
19.7

7
5.9

7
6.6

7
3.3
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b

c

Figure 1: Frequency of wind directions (%) at the Novosibirsk meteorological station for January (a),
February (b) and December (c) 2018.
a

b

c

Figure 2: Frequency of wind directions (%) at the Iskitim meteorological station for January (a),
February (b) and December (c) 2018.
a

b

Figure 3: Correlation relationship between average monthly BP concentrations in 2018 (a) and 2019 (b)
at post No. 21 in Novosibirsk and post No. 1 in Iskitim.

by the similarity of BP emission sources. In this case, they are large highways located near the
observation posts and oriented in the direction from north to south. A certain role is played
by the uniformity of meteorological conditions in the cities under consideration, due to the
proximity of their location
Despite the high levels of BP concentrations in 2018, the similarity of atmospheric pollution
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processes in 2018 and 2019 should be noted. This conclusion follows from a comparison of
figures 3a and 3b. The high level of correlation between the data of the BP observations at the
stations under consideration makes it possible to carry out additional control of the obtained
experimental information. In this regard, a noticeable deviation of one of the points from
the correlation dependence (Figure 3, b) indicates the need to clarify the reasons for such a
discrepancy.

4. Conclusions
The results of the studies made it possible to reveal the relationship between the frequency of
calm and increased levels of BP in the atmosphere of the cities of Novosibirsk and Iskitim for
the winter period of 2018. The relationship between the frequency of wind directions on BP
concentration in the winter months of 2018 turned out to be uncertain.
Using the measurement data carried out in 2018 and 2019, statistical relationships were
established between the monthly mean BP concentrations at the observation posts in the cities
of Novosibirsk and Iskitim. For these years, the obtained correlation coefficients turned out to
be more than 0.94. The high level of correlations between the measurement data at the posts
makes it possible to carry out mutual control of the monitoring data of atmospheric air pollution
in the cities under consideration.
To obtain an objective picture of urban air pollution, it is necessary to have a dense observation
network. It is also advisable to use various natural tablets. In particular, to attract data from
satellite and ground monitoring of snow cover pollution.
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